Generally the students are happy about the course. They know that this unit is challenging as it involves a lot of mathematical theorems and technical proofs, but most students found the course interesting after several lectures and they were able to follow. They found it quite useful that I gave many examples after each theorem, though some students still prefer that there could be fewer proofs and more applications.

Most students found the pace and deliver ok. A few prefer that I should speak slower and clearer. Students like the fact that I demonstrated selected questions from past exam papers in the tutorials. Some students suggest that there could be more excesses in the problem sheets.

This course was previously taught by Professor Zhang. His lecture notes from previous years were provided to the students at the very beginning. But some students found it confusing. So I uploaded my hand-writing lecture notes to the Blackboard each week. Students found it quite helpful. Some students suggest that it will be more helpful if those notes are put into Pdfs (LaTex).